Abstract-The availability of automatic tools for inferring semantics of database schemes is useful to solve several database design problems such as, that of obtaining Cooperative Information Systems or Data Warehouses from large sets of data sources. In this context, a main problem is to single out similarities or dissimilarities among scheme objects (interscheme properties) [7] . This paper presents graph-based techniques for a uniform derivation of interscheme properties including synonymies, homonymies, type conflicts, and subscheme similarities. These techniques are characterized by a common core: the computation of maximum weight matchings on some bipartite weighted graphs derived using a suitable metrics to measure semantic closeness of objects. The techniques have been implemented in a system prototype. Several experiments conducted with it, and (in part) accounted for in the paper, confirmed the effectiveness of our approach.
INTRODUCTION 1.Motivations
A N important database design problem in the process of constructing Cooperative Information Systems or Data Warehouses is to single out similarities or dissimilarities among scheme objects (interscheme properties) [3] , [7] . Assuming that database schemes are defined using the Entity-Relationship model [8] (as we shall actually do in this paper), and generically referring to both entities and relationships and attributes as objects, main interscheme properties can be classified as follows:
. Nominal. These include synonymies (i.e., two objects have the same type 1 and the same meaning) and homonymies (i.e., two objects have the same type, the same name, but different meanings). . Type Conflicts. There is a type conflict between two objects if they have the same meaning, but different types. . Object Cluster Similarities. An object cluster is a set of connected objects in a scheme, i.e., a subscheme. An object cluster similarity thus denotes the similitude between two portions of two different schemes.
The availability of interscheme properties is important in several applications related to Cooperative Information System and Data Warehouse design, such as the construction of metaschemes and global dictionaries [6] , [21] , scheme integration and abstraction [20] , management of materialized views [22] , and others.
For large applications involving numerous source databases, deriving interscheme properties is very difficult with "manual" approaches. Therefore, a number of (semi)-automatic techniques 2 for carrying out this task have been proposed in the literature [5] , [6] , [10] , [12] , [17] , [21] , [23] , [25] , [26] . However, almost all of them are not sufficiently general to be successfully applied to deriving all kinds of properties listed above. This is not simply a matter of completeness, but also of soundness since the derivation of various types of interscheme properties may mutually depend onto one another [27] .
This paper provides a contribution in this setting by presenting semiautomatic techniques capable of uniformly deriving all types of interscheme properties listed above.
General Characteristics of the Approach
Intuitively, the basic idea underlying our techniques consists in "measuring" the semantic similarity between pairs of objects (whereby synonymies, homonymies, and type conflicts are detected) and between pairs of subschemes (thus recognizing object cluster similarities). The results of measurements are stored into three dictionaries, namely, a Synonymy Dictionary SD, a Homonymy Dictionary HD, and an Object Cluster Similarity Dictionary OCSD. 3 Entries in each dictionary are represented as triplets hA; B; fi, where A and B are the involved objects (respectively, subschemes) and f is a plausibility coefficient, in the real interval [0, 1] , measuring the degree of confidence for the property to actually hold.
In order to discover a similarity between two objects, O 1 and O 2 , we analyze the structure of both the two objects and their neighborhoods, that is, the set of objects related to the given ones (via relationships) within their respective schemes. As for objects' structure, we measure the similarity of O 1 and O 2 on the basis of their attribute sets. This computation uses some initial background knowledge about object names, in the form of so-called "lexical synonymies," stored in a Lexical Synonymy Property Dictionary LSP D as triplets hA; B; fi, where A and B are the object names and f is as above. In order to obtain the LSP D, the following steps are carried out: 1) Constructing a set of synonym pairs by "intersection" between a set of pairs of a standard thesaurus (e.g., Wordnet) and the set of names in input schemes. Further, domain-specific synonym pairs can be added to the LSP D by collecting suggestions from domain experts. 2) Setting plausibility coefficients. Since standard thesauri do not provide plausibilities for synonymies, for this step, the support of domain experts is mandatory. In particular, human experts are required to specify plausibilities choosing among five possible values, namely High, Medium High, Medium, Medium Low, and Low, corresponding to values 1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2, respectively, of the plausibility coefficients. In order to obtain a high objectivity, groups of human experts can be asked to supply plausibility coefficients and mean values are assumed. A similar approach is adopted with analogous purposes in other systems, e.g., MOMIS [4] . Alternatively, specific tools can be adopted to obtain the LSP D. An example of such a tool is MindNet which is described in [24] . In order to understand how much final results yielded by our techniques can be influeced by ill-specified LSP D entries, we have carried out a sensitivity analysis, accounted for in Section 6.1. It turns out that this influence is not significant as long as the errors occurring in the LSP D are not too large, since lexical properties are used in the initial phase of our approach, the main steps of performed computation do not use them and, moreover, final results are yielded by filtering them using adaptive threshold values, which usually indirectly provide further adjustments, if needed.
As far as the analysis of neighborhoods for detecting the similarity of two objects O 1 and O 2 is concerned, we reason as follows: Let O 2 ) from O 1 (respectively, O 2 ) within its scheme. The distance between objects within their scheme is defined according to a suitable metrics, (used also with object cluster similarities), defined on the so-called Semantic Distance Graph (SD-Graph for short) GðSÞ we associate to a database scheme S. Using GðSÞ we define the ith context of an object O of S (denoted by cntðO; iÞ) as the set of objects belonging to the neighborhood of O lying at distance i from O.
Let us now turn to presenting the techniques in more detail. Let S 1 and S 2 be two input schemes. Our techniques consist in: 1) deriving similarities between objects of the same type, 2) detecting type conflicts, and 3) solving type conflicts. This last task is carried out by modifying S 1 , S 2 , GðS 1 Þ, and GðS 2 Þ. This requires the set of object similarities to be recomputed. Hence, Steps 1, 2, and 3 above are repeatedly applied until to no new type conflict is detected-this iteration is called "fixpoint property computation" (see below, Section 3 for details). Returned similarities are those computed at the last iteration of the fixpoint property computation. By applying suitable filtering functions on them, synonymies and homonymies are obtained.
Each of Steps 1 and 2 are implemented through a context-wise derivation of object similarities (hereafter "context-wise similarity computation"), which determines the similarity of a given pair of objects O 1 2 S 1 and O 2 2 S 2 through evaluating and combining the similarity coefficients of their contexts cntðO 1 ; iÞ and cntðO 2 ; iÞ, for each i > 0. Similarity of two given contexts cntðO 1 ; iÞ and cntðO 2 ; iÞ is calculated by running maximum weight matching algorithms defined on some suitable bipartite graphs constructed from cntðO 1 ; iÞ and cntðO 2 ; iÞ. The overall similarity measure for O 1 and O 2 is eventually obtained as a weighted mean of all the context similarities thus computed, where farthest contexts are weighed by lightest weight coefficients. The derivation of object cluster similarities proceeds analogously to step 1 above, extending to object clusters the definition of contexts.
Fixpoint property computation is defined, below, in Section 3, whereas object cluster similarities are dealt with in Section 4.
The idea underlying the adoption of weighted matching algorithms as the core step for "measuring" the similarity of two objects O 1 2 S 1 and O 2 2 S 2 (respectively, two object clusters C 1 2 S 1 and C 2 2 S 2 ) is as follows: O 1 (respectively, C 1 ) can be detected to be similar to O 2 (respectively, C 2 ) only if it is possible to single out portions of S 1 and S 2 -consisting of objects connected to O 1 (respectively, C 1 ) in S 1 and to O 2 (respectively, C 2 ) in S 2 -that are pairwise similar in their turn. Bipartite weighted matching algorithm is thus used to single out such matching portions. In this respect, we are not claiming that this can be proven to be the only or the best method to deal with measuring semantic similarity (which cannot probably be done, in general). However, extensive experiments we have carried out (and described in part in Section 7) prove that our techniques are, in practice, successful in performing their job.
Our techniques rely on the definition of some limitthresholds and weight coefficients. These have been obtained experimentally (see below, Section 3.1). In order to verify the stability of the presented techniques with regard to variation of values of these coefficients, we conducted sensitivity analyses, described in Section 6.
Summarizing, the contribution of this paper consists in the definition of two techniques, based on the same approach, able to uniformly derive several types of interscheme properties from database schemes provided in input. We argue that this uniformity is advantageous to designers of applications using derived interscheme properties, for it seems to guarantee a uniform view of analyzed scheme semantics. A second important characteristic of our techniques is that they are largely automatic: human intervention is necessary only in the phase when the initial set of lexical synonymies (the LSP D) is constructed and possibly in the validation of intermediate and final results. This last can be beneficial in terms of reliability of interscheme property derivation, but is not strictly necessary.
Our techniques apply to database schemes formalized as E/R diagrams. We argue that this is not a strong limitation, since this scheme description format is often available or, in the worst case, a reverse engineering analysis over a given data source can be performed to produce it. As for this latter case, it is worth pointing out that such reengineering step is "locally" performed just for the purpose of obtaining an E/R description of the given data source, and is not intended to handle any heterogeneity holding for this scheme with regard to others.
As will be apparent in the following, our techniques are not quite simple and their adoption is justified in large applications where interscheme property derivation carried out "by hand" is not a viable choice. Complexity analysis demonstrates that our algorithms are polynomial, but quite "large" ones (see Section 5) . However, note that stated complexity bounds are mainly of theoretical relevance, since actual runnings of our algorithms, in most cases, terminate in a reasonable small number of steps. Indeed, extensive experiments conducted with the system prototype implementing the techniques illustrated here, run on real database schemes showed that pairs of quite large schemes can be analyzed in the terms of few hours on an ordinary PC architecture, whereas it would take weeks if carried out by hands. In particular, experiments have been carried out upon some of the database schemes of the Italian Central Government Offices (ICGO). The ICGO own more than 300 databases, many of which have a complex structure involving numerous objects. Experiments showed that our techniques were able to produce good results when run over such interesting application cases. Some of these experiments are illustrated in Section 7.
Related Literature

Methods for Interscheme Property Extraction
In the literature, several methods have been proposed for the derivation of interscheme properties [5] , [6] , [10] , [12] , [17] , [21] , [23] , [25] , [26] . The method in [17] is automatic, but it only uses attribute knowledge (so it is syntax-driven) and may produce unsatisfactory results [10] . An interesting automatic semantic technique is described in [6] , but it only retrieves synonymies and homonymies. Our approach is semantic as [6] , but yields a richer derivation of properties and, furthermore, it also associates to each property a coefficient which expresses its strength; this can be used, for instance, when producing a global scheme of a Cooperative Information System, to obtain more reliable results [20] . The method for constructing a summary scheme of [5] is automatic and based on semantics, but its aim is to allow imprecise query processing and as such, has a quite different purpose than our own. In the literature there are very few papers dealing with type conflicts (e.g., [2] , [12] , [26] ). In [2] , a technique is proposed to solve type conflicts, but since the issue of detecting them is not dealt with, we must then assume that type conflicts are manually entered by DBAs. On the contrary, [26] proposes techniques for detecting type conflicts and object cluster similarities in a semiautomatic fashion. Techniques presented here are more general and less human-dependent than those of [26] . Indeed, our approach requires for the DBAs to provide less information, consisting of just the plausibility factors of an initial set of lexical synonymies, semantic properties being then, automatically derived by our algorithms. In addition, our techniques allow us to uniformly derive other properties not dealt with in [26] .
An interesting approach to derive database scheme semantics is presented in [12] and is based on an iterative procedure, consisting of the following steps:
1. a set of "assumption predicates" is constructed; 2. Steps 2a, 2b, and 2c are repeatedly executed, until the set of "assumption predicates" has been exhausted:
a. an "assumption predicate" is selected and analyzed and it is decided if it is valid or not; b. in the affirmative case, the (name or type) conflict is resolved; c. the actions taken for resolving the above mentioned conflict are propagated to the set of "assumption predicates," by adding/removing elements to/from it. Note that this method does not modify "factual predicates," i.e., "assumption predicates" which have been already validated [12] . Our approach also realizes an iterative strategy, which has, however, a different nature. Indeed, for each iteration, we first compute all nominal properties; then, all type conflicts are detected and resolved; third, conflict resolution is propagated as some of the derived type conflicts may become synonymies, and vice versa. These three steps are iterated until no new type conflicts are detected (consequently, in our approach, no similarity becomes "factual" until the derivation process comes to an end). The technique proposed in [12] allows to derive only nominal similarities and type conflicts (and not object cluster similarities) and requires a more continuous intervention of the DBA than our own, since he/she must validate one "assumption predicate" at each step. Also, our techniques solve some of the problems left open in [12] . First, our approach takes into account additional attributes added to objects as a result of the type conflict resolution step. Second, we take advantage of background knowledge, encoded in the LSP D. Third, we also derive homonymies (i.e., dissimilarity information) which can be useful in several application contexts [20] .
The Notion of Context
In our techniques, we use the concept of object context. "Context" is a quite overloaded term in the literature and notions of context different from ours have been defined. As an example, in [13] contexts are defined as a local reference framework to state sentence validity in complex structured knowledge bases. In [16] , a notion of context is the core of an approach for data reconciliation and integration, where contexts are used in all the activities relative to accessing data spread over various information sources, such as the definition of objects, relationships between objects, queries, and constraints. The notion of context we use is quite different from that one, since it is specific to interscheme property extraction. Our context definition extends one aspect of that of [16] , namely, the context as a set of relationships to which an entity participates. Indeed, the aspect of the context definition in [16] we want to extend, defines the context only for entities, whereas we define the context also for attributes and relationships; moreover, in [16] , the context of an entity E comprises the relationships directly connected to E, whereas our definition of context takes into account also those objects not directly related to O, using a metrics serving the purpose of stating the distance of contexts from objects they refer to. As a final note, we point out that, as stated there, the notion of semantic proximity of [16] is qualitative, whereas our techniques use a quantitative specification to measure interscheme property plausibility.
In [25] , a technique is presented for exchanging data among independently developed systems, thus ensuring their interoperability. To this end, it introduces semantic values as the exchange unit. Semantic values differ from traditional values because they associate a context to each piece of data; the context can include information such as units specification, enumerated data tags, data or quality information, data formats, assumptions used in deriving or computing data, and methods or formula definitions. As such, this notion of context is quite different from our own; it is associated only to attributes, but takes into account a rich variety of properties that can be associated to them. In our approach, we associate a context also to entities and relationships, but with more limited representation purposes. In a certain sense, the approach presented in this paper is orthogonal to that described in [25] . Indeed, the improvements on the attribute description could be incorporated in our approach for computing basic similarities between attributes. On the other hand, [25] assumes the existence of a shared ontology for schemes into consideration and argues that its construction is a difficult task; the technique presented here for deriving nominal properties between scheme objects may contribute to construct this ontology.
Finally, in [19] , a notion of context is adopted to represent and reason about different systems to be queried from a local one. This is denoted by a set of assertions stating correspondences among scheme objects. The notion of context of [19] is different from ours since, for example, in our case, contexts are used to denote sets of objects (related to one another according to a metrics) within a single scheme.
Interscheme Properties and Systems for Database Integration
In [1] , the SIMS system is described whose aim is efficiently accessing and integrating information from multiple information sources. SIMS requires a model of both the application domain and the contents of each information source. The main focus of SIMS is on supporting user querying; queries in SIMS are written in the high-level uniform language of the application domain model. SIMS determines the information sources relative to a query by comparing the model of the application domain and the models associated to information sources. Interscheme properties, such as those we derive, can be useful for detecting correlations between the models of different information sources which may result in an overall enrichment of the knowledge of the application domain of interest. Bayardo et al. [15] illustrate the InfoSleuth system. The purpose of this system is that of supporting retrieval and processing of information in ever-changing networks of information sources. InfoSleuth is composed by a network of cooperating agents. Agent communication is based on the agent query language KQML. Users specify their requests and queries over predefined ontologies. There are two kinds of ontologies, namely, the InfoSleuth Ontology describing agents' knowledge and their relationships with one another, and domain ontologies describing the knowledge about information resources. However, domain ontologies are independent from each other and, as the authors claim, InfoSleuth lacks ontology-based interoperations. Interscheme properties that our techniques can derive could be used to enrich domain ontologies by providing relationships between terms occurring in different ontologies. This would eventually allow InfoSleuth to carry out ontologybased interoperations. Finally, interscheme properties could support the Broker Agent and the Execution Agent when a query is submitted by the user, for optimizing its execution.
In [14] , an approach to accommodating semantic heterogeneity in a federation of interoperable, autonomous, heterogeneous databases is presented. It allows the sharing of related concepts through partial schema unification without the need for a global view of the data stored in the different components. The information sharing approach proposed by [14] consists of three steps: resource discovery and identification, resolution of semantic heterogeneity, and sharing and transmission. Interscheme properties we derive can be useful in the second step. In particular, semantic heterogeneity can involve 1. conceptual database model, 2. conceptual scheme, 3. object comparability, 4. low-level data format, and 5. tools. The availability of interscheme properties, such as those we derive, can be useful for object comparability. Indeed, the resolution of semantic heterogeneity uses 1) the so-called metafunctions, 2) a lexicon, and 3) a semantic dictionary; the last describes the relationships between terms of the local lexicon and some of these relationships correspond to interscheme properties we derive.
In [18] the system OBSERVER is presented which attempts to enhance the scalability of query processing in a global information system and, in addition, enables the user to specify an information request in terms of semantic concepts. In order to carry out its task, it uses some preexisting domain ontologies to describe information in the underlying data repositories as well as some semantic interontology relationships. For translating a query expressed using terms from one ontology into a query using terms from other ontologies, the semantic interontology relationships are crucial. Note that the paper does not deal with the construction of the ontologies nor with the derivation of interontology relationships. The approach presented in this paper for deriving interscheme relationships can be used for obtaining some of the interontology relationships. Interestingly enough, our graph-based approach is also well suited to deriving interscheme properties among the concepts of the ontologies as expressed in [18] .
Our Previous Papers
In a previous paper [23] , we presented algorithms for inferring synonymies, homonymies, and inclusions between scheme objects. The techniques proposed here, perform far better than those presented in [23] and are much more general. Indeed, the algorithms described in [23] assume that no type conflicts occur in schemes. As a consequence, possible type conflicts must be manually detected and solved before the derivation of synonymies, homonymies, and inclusions is activated. Moreover, differently from the techniques presented here, the approach described in [23] does not study the interaction between type conflict resolution and interscheme property extraction. In addition, it does not detect subscheme similarities. Finally, in order to extract synonymies and homonymies, the approach presented in [23] takes into account only the structure and the immediate neighborhoods of involved objects, whereas the techniques presented here take into account all neighborhoods of involved objects, resulting in an enhanced quality of yielded results.
In [20] , we showed how interscheme properties can be exploited for the integration and the abstraction of heterogeneous database schemes as well as for the construction of a scheme repository. In addition, in [22] we illustrate how interscheme properties can be provided in input to an inference process which uses a particular Description Logic for extracting complex knowledge patterns, possibly involving several objects belonging to different information sources.
Plan of the Paper
The plan of the paper is as follows: Section 2 is devoted to illustrating the metrics used to compute object similarities. The derivation of interscheme properties between objects is illustrated in Section 3, whereas the technique for detecting object cluster similarities is described in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the computational complexity of our algorithms. Sensitivity analysis is the subject of Section 6. Some of the experiments conducted on ICGO database schemes are illustrated in Section 7. Finally, in Section 8, we draw our conclusions.
DEFINITION OF THE GRAPH-BASED METRICS
In this section, we formally introduce the SD-Graph GðSÞ associated to a database scheme S and the related metrics. The set of all objects in S is denoted by ObjðSÞ and includes entities EntðSÞ, relationships RelðSÞ, and attributes AttðSÞ. Consider an entity x 2 EntðSÞ; we denote by AttðxÞ the set of its attributes and by RelðxÞ the set of relationships which x participates into. For x, y 2 EntðSÞ, we write x " y if x is-a y. Next, consider a relationship y 2 RelðSÞ; the set of its attributes is denoted by AttðyÞ whereas EntðyÞ represents the set of entities participating into y.
The SD-Graph GðSÞ associated to S is a digraph with two kinds of arcs, called S-arcs (solid arcs) and D-arcs (dashed arcs), respectively. GðSÞ is ðNðSÞ; AðSÞÞ ¼ ððEntðSÞ [ AttðSÞ [ RelðSÞÞ;
ðSAðSÞ [ DAðSÞÞÞ:
The set of S-arcs, SAðSÞ, is The rationale underlying these definitions is as follows: S-arcs denote a strong closeness between two objects; an S-arc from O i to O j indicates that O j is significant for completely defining the concept represented mainly by O i . Yet, a D-arc from O i to O j indicates that O j is related to O i , in the E=R representation of the scheme S, but it provides a minor contribution (with regard to the case of an S-arc) in defining the concept represented by O i . This has a theoretical justification in the concept of information dependency, developed in [9] . Indeed, the information dependency H X!Y , defines the amount of additional information needed to obtain the value of a set Y of attributes given that the value for a set X of attributes has been established. In our context, solid (respectively, dashed) arcs correspond to situations where the related information dependency measure is equal to (respectivley, greater than) 0. Indeed, consider an arc ðx; yÞ 2 SAðSÞ. Clear enough, if the value for x (i.e., an instance thereof) is given, the value of y is immediately obtained, i.e., by a little abuse of notation, we have H x!y ¼ 0. Vice versa, for ðx; yÞ 2 DAðSÞ, in general, we have H x!y > 0, since setting the value for x does not determine "per se" the value for y.
We are now in the position of establishing our metrics for measuring a "semantic distance" between two objects O and O 0 within a scheme S. To this end, we look at the paths in GðSÞ connecting O to O 0 : intuitively, the greater the minimum number of D-arcs needed for reaching O 0 from O is, the greater the semantic distance between O and O 0 is. Note that only D-arcs contribute to the semantic distance between concepts; indeed an S-arc between two objects indicates a strong closeness between them and, therefore, their semantic distance can be assumed to be zero. This intuition is formalized next, by introducing the notions of D À path n , D-shortest path, and context.
Definition 1.
A D-path n is a path in GðSÞ with exactly n Darcs and any number of S-arcs.
Definition 2. Given two nodes x and y in GðSÞ, the D-shortest path between x and y, denoted by hx; yi, is that one having the minimum number of D-arcs; if more than one path exists with the same minimum number of D-arcs, the D-shortest path is that one among them with the minimum number of S-arcs; in case of further ties, one of the identified paths is chosen on a random basis.
Definition 3. Define the ith context of an object x as:
cntðx; iÞ ¼fy j y 2 NðSÞ; y 6 ¼ x; hx; yi is a D-path i in GðSÞg; i ! 0:
Moreover, for i ! 0, define:
A cntðx; iÞ ¼ AttðSÞ \ cntðx; iÞ; E cntðx; iÞ ¼ EntðSÞ \ cntðx; 0Þ if i ¼ 0 EntðSÞ \ S 0 j i ðcntðx; jÞÞ if i > 0 and E cntðx; i À 1Þ 6 ¼ EntðSÞ ; otherwise:
Thus, cntðx; iÞ (the ith context of an object x) includes all objects that can be reached from x through a D-shortest path including i D-arcs and any number of S-arcs. The ith A cnt of an object x represents the set of attributes belonging to the ith context of x, whereas the ith E cnt of an object x is the set of entities reachable from x through a D-shortest path having at most i D-Arcs. If all entities of the scheme which x belongs to are included in the kth E cnt of x, then all lth E cnts of x, l > k, are empty. From now on, we shall assume that any SD-Graph is connected. This assumption is not an actual restriction since any reasonable database scheme corresponds to a connected SD-Graph. The following result will be useful in the sequel of the paper. Proof. Immediate from definitions and from the assumption about graph connectivity. t u
Example
Consider schemes P D and AD shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 , and representing the Production and the Administration Departments of an organization, respectively. The corresponding SD-Graphs GðP DÞ and GðADÞ are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 , respectively. Some of contexts associated to objects of P D and AD are:
A cntðSubordinate; 0Þ ¼ fSSN; Name; Address; F unction; Stipendg; A cntðEmployee; 0Þ ¼ fCode; Birthdate; Name; Birthplace;
Residence; Salary; Qualificationg; E cntðEmployee; 0Þ ¼ fg; E cntðSubordinate; 0Þ ¼ fg;
COMPUTATION OF SYNONYMIES AND
HOMONYMIES OF SCHEME OBJECTS
Overview
Our technique for deriving synonymies and homonymies between objects has its core in a fixpoint computation over SD-Graphs. This consists in performing four steps, two of which are context-wise similarity computations. The fixpoint property computation has schemes S 1 , S 2 , the corresponding SD-Graps GðS 1 Þ and GðS 2 Þ, and the dictionary of lexical synonymy properties LSP D as the inputs and yields in output a set T of similarities between objects of the same type belonging to S 1 and S 2 . These are given in input to two filtering functions which return synonymies and homonymies. In more detail, the fixpoint property computation consists of the iteration of the following four steps:
1. Computation of basic interscheme properties. These are "rough" properties taking into account only similarities between the attributes of involved objects; their role is to form the initial property set needed to derive "actual" properties. 2. Derivation of similarities of objects of the same type belonging to different schemes. In this step, each pair of objects O 1 and O 2 , having the same type and belonging to S 1 and S 2 , is considered and the associated similarity degree factor f is determined. At the heart of our technique for detecting similarity triplets hO 1 ; O 2 ; fi there is a context-wise similarity computation À 1 syn over SD-Graphs GðS 1 Þ and GðS 2 Þ. This computation uses the basic interscheme properties provided by the previous step. At the generic step i of the context-wise similarity computation, the ith contexts of O 1 and O 2 are analyzed and their similarity coefficient is established using a maximum weight matching algorithm. Let f 0 be the similarity computed for O 1 and O 2 up to step i À 1. The established similarity between cntðO 1 ; iÞ and cntðO 2 ; iÞ refines f 0 in a way that is inversely proportional to i. A decreasing succession fpðiÞg is introduced to "weigh" the similarity obtained for cntðO 1 ; iÞ and cntðO 2 ; iÞ against the value of i. 3. Detection of type conflicts. This task takes in input similarities computed in the previous step and carries out, similarly to Step 2, a context-wise similarity computation by considering pairs of objects having different types, to derive type conflicts. 4. Modification of schemes and associated graphs to remove detected type conflicts.
Scheme modifications carried out during the fourth step produces changes in the type and contexts of various scheme objects. As a consequence, new properties may be induced and, at the same time, some of the properties previously derived to hold could be no longer valid. Therefore, the whole derivation process must be iterated until, during one iteration, no new significant type conflict is detected.
In order to single out valid synonymies, homonymies and type conflicts from the set of derived similarities, filter functions are applied that select valid properties by comparing their plausibility coefficients to some dynamically computed thresholds, obtained as functions of derived similarity plausibilities and of some limit-thresholds.
Most functions we define use limit-thresholds and weight coefficients. As for limit-threshold values, they denote numerical limits to the meaningfulness of a property. As for weight coefficients, they are used for weighing the influence of various subformulas in determining the value of a formula. Thus, for instance, w n , w d , and w k , introduced in the function (see Section 3.2.1), are used to weigh, respectively, the influence of names, domains, and key characterizations of attributes in the computation of basic attribute synonymies; in particular, in this context, names are the most important piece of information and so w n > w d and w n > w k (see Table 1 ). The values of limitthresholds and weight coefficients have been set and tuned empirically by conducting a series of experiments.
Technical Details
In this section, we illustrate details about the structure of the fixpoint property computation. This is described in the form of function applications, which are generally detailed outside-in.
Let S 1 and S 2 be the two input schemes under consideration. In order to simplify the presentation of the functions that realize our approach, both in this and in the following section, without loss of generality, we shall assume that: 1) for each triplet hA; B; fi belonging to the LSP D, the triplet hB; A; fi belongs to the LSP D as well; 2) G 1 (respectively, G 2 ) is always used as a shorthand for GðS 1 Þ (respectively, GðS 2 Þ); and 3) the two input schemes S 1 and S 2 and the corresponding SD-Graphs G 1 and G 2 , as well as the LSP D are implicit parameters for the functions defined below; so, for instance, we shall write ðÞ in the place of ðLSP D; S 1 ; S 2 ; G 1 ; G 2 Þ.
Synonymies among objects of S 1 and S 2 are obtained by applying a filtering function ' syn to the similarity property set returned by a fixpoint property computation É 1 ðÞ; ) represents the minimum (respectively, the maximum) value of the plausibility factors associated to the tuples of T representing entity similarities, 2) ' syn , belonging to the real interval ½0; 1, is a tuning coefficient, and 3) th syn m is a minimum limit-threshold for synonymies. Values for ' syn and th syn m can be found in Table 1 . The function th 0 syn ðT Þ is obtained analogously. We have designed these formulas in such a way that thresholds are dynamically and inductively computed on the basis of both limit-threshold values and plausibility coefficients of extracted similarities. This makes them capable to adapt to the specific characteristics of given information sources, resulting in an enhanced reliability.
The function ' hom behaves in a similar way, singling out significant homonymies:
Here, The fixpoint property computation É 1 returns the set T of derived similarities as triplets hA; B; fi, where A is an object of S 1 , B is an object of S 2 , and f is the associated plausibility coefficient. É 1 is as follows:
& where the functor ÉðT Þ is defined as ÉðT Þ ¼ "ð$ð&ððÞÞÞÞ. Therefore, at the generic iteration the fixpoint property computation proceeds by 1. constructing basic interscheme properties, which form the starting set of properties for the derivation of similarities (function ), 2. deriving similarities of objects of the same type (function &),
3. detecting type conflicts (function $), and 4. modifying schemes and associated graphs to remove detected type conflicts (function "). Note that the parameter T of É is ignored since, at each iteration of the fixpoint property computation, the derivation of interscheme properties starts "from scratch," but on modified schemes and graphs.
We describe the next functions (Section 3.2.1), & (Section 3.2.2), $ (Section 3.2.3), and " (Section 3.2.4).
Step 1: Computation of Basic Interscheme Properties
Function computes basic interscheme properties. returns an initial set of type conflicts, attribute synonymies, entity synonymies, and relationship synonymies, by calling four corresponding functions:
Function TC . This function returns basic type conflicts hO i ; O j ; fi such that O i and O j have different types. The factor f is computed as follows: if the LSP D stores a tuple mentioning NameðO i Þ and NameðO j Þ, and f 0 is the associated factor, then f is set to f 0 ; otherwise f is set to 0. Function A . This function returns the set of basic attribute synonymies, including triplets of the form hA i ; A j ; fi, where A i and A j are attributes belonging to S 1 and S 2 , respectively. In order to compute the factor f, we first check whether a tuple involving NameðA i Þ and NameðA j Þ occurs in the LSP D. If this is not the case, then f is set to 0. Otherwise, let hNameðA 1 Þ; NameðA 2 Þ; f 0 i 2 LSP D; then f is obtained from f 0 by considering 1) attribute names, 2) attribute domains, 3) attribute key characterization, indicating if an attribute is a primary key (denoted PK), is a candidate key (denoted CK) or is not a key (denoted NK), 4) attribute semantic relevance, denoting how much the attribute characterizes the semantics of the object which it belongs to [10] . ' ðgÞ returns g if g > th , where th is the minimum limit-threshold value for attribute synonymies; it returns 0 otherwise; . accounts for names, domains, and key characterization of involved attributes and returns a weighted mean:
where w n , w d , and w k are weighting factors, and 
. C accounts for attribute semantic relevance [10] , by returning the following values: The rationale underlying these values is the following: the semantic relevance of an attribute A indicates the contribution of A in characterizing the concept associated to the object which A belongs to. Key attributes are generally codes or numbers, used to identify instances. Nonkey attributes are instead, more specific to the semantics expressed by the concept associated to the object and, therefore, their contribution for characterizing it is greater than the contribution of key attributes. As an example, the attribute Horse Power provides a major contribution than the attribute Code for distinguishing a Car from a Person. Note that, while K takes into account the structural similarity of the attributes (i.e., their capability to distinguish the various instances of the corresponding objects), C considers the semantic relevance of attributes (i.e., their capability to characterize the concept expressed by corresponding objects). There is no relationship between C and K; indeed in the same situation (e.g., both attributes are primary keys) C and K may return completely different values.
Function E . This function returns basic entity synonymies by composing the three functions #, , and A , as: . Function . This function takes in input a set AS of attribute synonymies and computes the plausibility for two generic entities to be synonyms, taking into account only the corresponding attributes. Given two entities E 1 and E 2 and the set AS, we define, from attributes of E 1 and E 2 , a weighted bipartite graph
Here, ðAS; P ; Q; wÞ returns the factor obtained from computing the objective function of a maximum weight matching, as explained next. The inputs are: 1) two sets of objects P ¼ fp 1 ; . . . ; p n g and Q ¼ fq 1 ; . . . ; q m g, 2) a set of triplets AS of the form hp i ; q j ; f ij i, where, for each p i 2 P and q j 2 Q, 0 f ij 1, and 3) a coefficient w. The output is a value in the real interval ½0; 1. Let BG ¼ ðP [ Q; AÞ be a bipartite weighted graph, where A is the set of weighted edges fðp i ; q j ; f ij Þ j f ij > 0g. The maximum weight matching for BG is a set A 0 A of edges such that for each node x 2 P [ Q there is at most one edge of A 0 incident onto x and 0ðA 0 Þ ¼ P ðpi;qj;fijÞ2A 0 f ij is maximum (for algorithms solving maximum weight matching, see [11] ). The corresponding objective function is:
where the factor 1 jA 0 j is used to normalize 0ðA 0 Þ, whereas the other one is used to take into account unmatched nodes. Indeed, 2jA 0 j indicates the number of matched nodes, jP jþjQjÀ2jA 0 j jP jþjQj denotes the proportion of unmatched nodes, w is a coefficient used to weigh the role of unmatched nodes in the objective function. ðAS; P ; Q; wÞ is set to 0 if A 0 ¼ ;.
In order to comprehend the reasoning underlying the definition of , consider the following two situations (assume w ¼ 0: , and 1) M selects the maximum of the plausibility coefficients associated to triplets in US; 2) O selects one pair ðE i ; E j Þ of entities having this maximum plausibility coefficient; 3)
I computes the plausibility of the similarity of E i and E j not considering the semantic relevance of attributes, using the function 
Step 2: Derivation of Synonymies
The following preliminary definitions are needed. Let T be a set of triplets hO i ; O j ; fi, where O i and O j are scheme objects and f 2 ½0; 1. We define the following subsets of T :
the set of entity synonymies in T ; .
the set of attribute synonymies in T ; . The context-wise similarity computation À 1 syn . À 1 syn takes a triplet set T as its input and returns it modified by refining the corresponding plausibility coefficients; it is defined as follows:
The base function À syn of the context-wise similarity computation À 1 syn , takes a set of triplets and an integer as its inputs and returns a set of triplets, as follows: where weights w ðiÞ are as defined in Table 1 . Here, the role of w ðiÞ is that of weighing the importance of the similarity between A cntðO 1 ; iÞ and A cntðO 2 ; iÞ with regard to the similarity between E cntðO 1 ; iÞ and E cntðO 2 ; iÞ. Indeed, when considering cntðO 1 ; 0Þ and cntðO 2 ; 0Þ that is the internal structure of O 1 and O 2 , we focus on A cnt's, since objects' internal structure is determined by attributes. Counter-wisely, when farther contexts are analyzed, which include objects somehow related to the object pair ðO 1 ; O 2 Þ under consideration, E cnt's are more relevant than A cnt's since entities as a whole, and not single attributes alone, carry most of the semantics implied by the existing correlation between O 1 (respectively, O 2 ) and its context. Note that, because of the graph-visiting mechanism induced by the structure of contexts:
. when two entities are analyzed, first their attributes, and second the relationships they participate into and connected entities are considered for similarity checking; . when two relationships are analyzed, their proper attributes are considered for similarity checking together with entities directly connected to them along with their attributes. In any case, farthest objects are then inductively considered, as explained above.
Function # syn . Plausibility coefficients returned by À 
Step 4: Modifications of Involved Schemes and Graphs
The function " singles significant type conflicts out of the set of computed similarities and modifies input schemes S 1 and S 2 and associated graphs G 1 and G 2 for removing them.
Observe that each modification in a scheme S results in a corresponding modification in the graph GðSÞ. However, due to space constraints, we will focus only on scheme modifications and corresponding graph transformations can be easily obtained from them. " is defined as "ðT Þ ¼ " G ð'ðT ÞÞ. Functions ' and " G are described next. Function '. This function selects from T , some of the triplets representing type conflicts. A triplet hO i ; O j ; fi is selected if the following conditions hold:
1. O i and O j have different types; 2. f is greater than the threshold th tc ; the formula for defining this threshold is analogous to that used for computing th syn and th 0 syn (see, above, the beginning of Section 3.2); 3. both O i and O j and the objects belonging to cntðO i ; 0Þ and cntðO j ; 0Þ are not involved in any synonymy with a plausibility greater than th syn ; 4. f is the largest plausibility coefficient among those relative to triplets involving either O i or O j . Condition 3 above, is motivated by the following reasoning: the plausibility factor associated to the similarity of O i and O j significantly depends upon the similarity of their contexts 0. If we assume that O j is a synonym of some object O 0 2 cntðO i ; 0Þ with high plausibility, a type conflict would be erroneously detected to hold for O i and O j just because of the (already derived) high similarity of O 0 and O j , and this is not reasonable.
Function " G . This function takes in input a set of triplets including, in general, 1. conflicts between entities and relationships, 2. conflicts between entity attributes and entities, 3. conflicts between relationship attributes and entities, 4. conflicts between entity attributes and relationships, and 5. conflicts between relationship attributes and relationships and it modifies schemes S 1 and S 2 and graphs G 1 and G 2 to remove them. " G is, in fact, defined as a composition of the functions " ER , " EAE , " RAE , " EAR , and " RAR , each of which is intended to handle one of the conflicts listed above: M and O 00 consists in adding a "hidden" attribute to both objects. The hidden attribute contributes neither to define object semantics nor to modify attribute relevance, but has the only purpose to "store" the similarity information previously encoded in the corresponding solved type conflict. For this reason, each hidden attribute has a type apart, no value, and is not a key. Let f be the plausibility factor associated to the (solved) type conflict between O 0 and O 00 . Then, a synonymy property for the hidden attributes of O 0 M and O 00 , associated with the same plausibility factor f, is added to the current set of similarity properties.
Next, we briefly illustrate scheme transformation and, for the sake of simplicity, we refer to binary relationships; the generalizations to n-ary relationships is straightforward. Transformations we apply are variants of rules defined in [2] for E/R schemes to SD-Graphs.
. Function " EAE . This function solves conflicts between an entity attribute and an entity. The transformations to be carried out on the scheme, which the entity involved in the type conflict belongs to, consist in adding to the entity an attribute E H, representing the hidden attribute. Fig. 5 illustrates the transformations to be executed on the other scheme, the one which the entity attribute involved in the type conflict belongs to. Here, the attribute A involved in the conflict is removed and transformed into an entity (see [2] ). The following objects are added to the scheme:
1. the entity A, substituting the attribute A, 2. its key attribute A I , 3. the relationship R linking A to the entity E, which the old attribute A belonged to, and, finally, 4. the hidden attribute A H associated to A. . Function " ER . The function " ER solves conflicts involving a relationship and an entity. The modifications to be carried out in the scheme which the entity involved in the conflict belongs to are the same as those illustrated above for " EAE . The modifications of the scheme, which the relationship involved in the type conflict belongs to, are shown in Fig. 6 ; they mainly consist in transforming the relationship into an entity (see [2] ). . Function " RAE . This function solves conflicts between a relationship attribute and an entity. It works by transforming the relationship into an entity with the same technique used within " ER (except that no hidden attribute R H is added to R); so doing, the original conflict is turned into a conflict between an entity attribute and an entity; consequently the function " EAE is applied to solve the conflict. . Functions " EAR and " RAR . The function " EAR (respectively, " RAR ) solves conflicts between an entity attribute (respectively, a relationship attribute) and a relationship. The strategy implemented here consists in first transforming the involved relationship into an entity (see Fig. 6 ) in the same way as done within the function " ER (except that no hidden attribute R H is added to R); this reduces the original conflict to a conflict between an entity attribute (respectively, a relationship attribute) and an entity, which is solved in turn by applying the function " EAE (respectively, " RAE ) discussed above. Note that, in this case, hidden attributes are added to the entity which the relationship involved in the type conflict is transformed into and to the entity which the attribute involved in the conflict is transformed into. applying ðÞ. Col 1 of Table 2 , illustrates all basic entity similarities, some basic attribute similarities, and some basic type conflicts contained in the set of Basic Interscheme Properties (hereafter, BIP ) returned by ðÞ. The computation proceeds by applying the function & that derives synonymies. Let us focus on entities Subordinate and Employee. The function & uses object contexts; these are computed as shown in Section 2.
& activates the context-wise similarity computation À As far as the two considered objects are concerned, the computed value of the associated plausibility coefficient is:
f ¼ pð0Þ Â ðBIP ; Subordinate; Employee; 0; 0:5Þ þ ½1 À pð0Þ Â f 0 :
By assuming to set:
A Sub 0 ¼ A cntðSubordinate; 0Þ; A Emp 0 ¼ A cntðEmployee; 0Þ; E Sub 0 ¼ E cntðSubordinate; 0Þ and E Emp 0 ¼ E cntðEmployee; 0Þ;
we obtain: Plausibility values associated to all other entity pairs are computed similarly, and are shown in Col 2 of Table 2 . From these, by applying the function # syn , normalized synonymy coefficients are finally obtained, which are shown in Col 3 of Table 2 . The computation of relationship synonymies is carried out analogously.
After the synonymies have been returned by the function &, the function $ is applied for deriving type conflicts. The function $ works in a way that is very similar to &. Due to space limitations, we do not explicitly give details about computing $ for the example at hand. Some derived type conflicts are shown in Col 4 of Table 2 . Note that a type conflict is detected between the entity Town and the attribute Birthplace.
To finalize the computation of É 1 , the function ", which modifies schemes and SD-Graphs of P D and AD for removing derived type conflicts, is applied.
Since, in the last application of É a type conflict has been detected, a new iteration is required, that is, computing É 2 . New basic interscheme properties returned by the function , and new refined synonymies returned by the function &, are shown in Col 5 and Col 6 of Table 2 . The application of function $ does not detect any further significant type conflict, and the computation of É 2 terminates. Since no new type conflicts have been detected in the last step, the overall computation terminates.
OBJECT CLUSTER SIMILARITIES
There are situations where a certain portion of the reality is represented as two different sets of connected objects (i.e., subschemes) within two input schemes. In this section, we illustrate the derivation of subscheme similarities. Recall that this derivation is implemented as a step on its own after the interscheme properties of simple objects have been derived.
Given a scheme S with n objects, the number of its subschemes is exponential in n. To avoid the burden of analyzing such a huge number of subschemes, we single out only the most interesting ones (hereafter, called object clusters), according to the following rules:
. We consider only subschemes corresponding, in GðSÞ, to linear paths or to the union of two nondisjoint linear paths and, for any pair of nodes, we only consider the D-shortest path between them. Let P S 1 and P S 2 be the set of such paths in S 1 and S 2 , respectively. Let SP ¼ fðP 1 ; P 2 Þ j P 1 2 P S 1 ; P 2 2 P S 2 g:
. We discard from SP those pairs of paths ðP 1 ; P 2 Þ such that P 1 (respectively, P 2 ) contains an entity E which has no attribute having a significant similarity with attributes of the objects of P 2 (respectively, P 1 ).
Definition 4. Let S be an E/R scheme and let GðSÞ be the associated SD-Graph. An object cluster of S can be a basic object cluster or a derived object cluster. A basic object cluster is a subscheme of S corresponding to a D-shortest path in GðSÞ. A derived object cluster is a subscheme of S corresponding to a derived path in GðSÞ, that is, the union of two nondisjoint D-shortest paths of GðSÞ.
Definition 5. Given an object cluster C belonging to the scheme S, the context of C is defined as follows:
oc cntðC; 0Þ ¼ fy j ð9x 2 CÞðy 2 cntðx; 0ÞÞg oc cntðC; iÞ ¼ fy j ðð9x 2 CÞðy 2 cntðx; iÞÞð ð8jÞð0 j < iÞðy 6 2 oc cntðC; jÞÞÞÞg; fo ri>0:
A oc cntðC; iÞ ¼ AttðSÞ \ oc cntðC; iÞ; E oc cntðC; iÞ ¼ EntðSÞ \ oc cntðC; 0Þ for i ¼ 0 EntðSÞ \ S 0 j i oc cntðC; jÞ ð Þ for i > 0; E oc cntðC; i À 1Þ 6 ¼ EntðSÞ ; otherwise:
Assuming, as we have done before, that input SD-Graphs are connected, we have the following immediate result:
Proposition 3. Let S be a scheme. Let C be an object cluster of S. Then, for each i > 0, E oc cntðC; i À 1Þ 6 ¼ EntðSÞ implies that E oc cntðC; i À 1Þ & E oc cntðC; iÞ. Interesting object clusters are selected by computing P ð C ðS 1 Þ; C ðS 2 ÞÞ, where:
. Function P takes in input two sets of object clusters CS 1 and CS 2 and returns a set of promising pairs of object clusters; these are pairs ðC 1 ; C 2 Þ such that C 1 2 CS 1 , C 2 2 CS 2 , and each entity of C 1 (respectively, C 2 ) has at least one attribute A such that, for at least one attribute A 0 of A oc cntðC 2 ; 0Þ (respectively, A oc cntðC 1 ; 0Þ), the similarity coefficient for A and A 0 is greater than the threshold th . . Function C takes in input a scheme S and returns a subset of its object clusters as follows:
Recall that hE l ; E m i denotes the D-shortest path between E l and E m (see Definition 2). Thus, C returns the set of unions of two nondisjoint basic object clusters. Note that, since BC 1 and BC 2 may coincide, C ðSÞ also returns basic object clusters. Analogously to what we have done for deriving object similarities, in order to compute the similarities between object clusters, we define a context-wise similarity computation À 1 oc over SD-Graphs G 1 and G 2 in a way that is similar to the definition of À 1 syn and À 1 tc illustrated in the previous section. In more details, the set of object cluster similarities OCSD of schemes S 1 and S 2 is obtained as follows: The base function À oc takes in input 1) a set of triplets denoting object cluster similarities, 2) a set of triplets denoting entity and attribute synonymies (used as a support during the computation of object cluster similarities), and 3) a nonnegative integer. It returns a set of modified object cluster similarity triplets, as follows: Table 1 .
Example (Continues...)
The OCSD, associated to schemes P D and AD, is obtained as: The first step of the computation consists of selecting promising cluster pairs by applying the function P . Then, the context-wise similarity computation starts for determining the similarity degree of promising cluster pairs. In order to clarify the behavior of À 1 oc , let us focus on clusters Cl 1 ¼< Subordinate -Operates -Department > and Cl 2 ¼< Employee -Works -Division > . For simplifying the presentation below, we shall refer to ( oc ð P ð C ðP DÞ; C ðADÞÞÞ as CP S. This is the plausibility coefficient obtained at the end of the computation and the tuple hCl 1 ; Cl 2 ; 0:52i is returned by À 1 oc . The function # oc performs the normalization phase; as for Cl 1 and Cl 2 , after its application, we obtain hCl 1 ; Cl 2 ; 0:65i. The overall list of significant derived object cluster similarities for P D and AD is shown in Table 3 .
COMPLEXITY ISSUES
In this section, we discuss the complexity of implementing the functions presented above. In particular, we show that all of them terminate in a number of steps which is polynomial in the number of input scheme objects. In the following, we denote by n 1 (respectively, n 2 ) the number of objects belonging to the scheme S 1 (respectively, S 2 ) and by n the maximum of n 1 and n 2 .
Lemma 1. The maximum number of iterations required by the fixpoint property computation to terminate is Oðn 2 Þ.
Proof. Consider the following preliminary observations:
. Observation 1. The new relationships and hidden attributes introduced by the type conflict resolution are support objects without a semantic on their own. Moreover, their names are artificial and, as such, do not occur in the LSP D. Therefore, they cannot be detected to be similar to any object of the "other" input scheme. Consequently, relationships and hidden attributes introduced during the resolution of a type conflict cannot be involved in further type conflicts. . Observation 2. A key attribute A I , introduced during the resolution of the type conflict between an entity attribute A and an entity in the scheme which A belongs to, is the only (nonhidden) attribute of the new entity A; observe that, since A, belonging to cntðA I ; 0Þ, is involved in a significant synonymy, by the definition of function ', point 3 Consider a scheme S. The resolution of type conflicts tends to transform involved objects into entities and support objects. Support objects cannot be involved in further type conflicts (see Observations 1 and 2); obtained entities could be involved in further type conflicts, but if this would happen, no object different from entities and support objects would be further created in the corresponding scheme, whereas, in the other scheme, an object different from an entity is transformed into entities and support objects.
We have the worst case when all possible type conflicts occur in schemes and, during one iteration, only one type conflict is detected and solved. Hence, in the worst case, the number of iterations for the fixpoint property computation to converge equals the number of possible type conflicts that may arise in the two schemes. Consider the following facts:
. If an entity E of a scheme is involved in a type conflict, the corresponding scheme transformations cause a hidden attribute to be added to the entity. The hidden attribute cannot be involved in a further type conflict (see Observation 1); on the contrary, a type conflict could again involve the entity. Note that, each time an entity is involved in a type conflict, an object of the other scheme is transformed into an entity; consequently, the maximum number of type conflicts possibly generated by an entity depends on the number of objects different from entities or support objects that either exist or are generated in the other scheme. Note that this is also the maximum number of type conflicts possibly generated by the set of entities of a scheme. . If an entity attribute is involved in a type conflict, for solving this, the entity attribute is transformed into an entity; objects generated by this transformation are: a key attribute, a hidden attribute, a support relationship (all these objects cannot be involved in a further type conflict-see Observations 1 and 2), and an entity (this could be involved in a type conflict, but if this happens, some object of the other scheme is transformed into an entity). In the worst case, all attributes are entity attributes and are involved in a type conflict; therefore, the total number of possible steps for transforming all entity attributes into entities or support objects is jAttðSÞj. . If either a relationship or a relationship attribute is involved in a type conflict, the resolution of this last implies that the relationship is transformed into an entity; objects generated by this transformation are: 1) a new entity, 2) two support relationships, 3) a hidden attribute (if the conflict is between an entity and a relationship), and 4) an attribute for each attribute belonging to the foreign key of the relationship. Among these new objects, only new attributes obtained from the foreign key could cause further type conflicts; this transformation can create, in the worst case, jAttðSÞj new entity attributes for each relationship; consequently, the maximum number of newly generated attributes is jAttðSÞj Â jRelðSÞj and, in the worst case, each of them is involved in a further type conflict. Therefore, the total number of possible steps for transforming all relationships into either entities or support objects are jAttðSÞj Â jRelðSÞj þ jRelðSÞj. Summarizing, the number of iterations of the fixpoint property computation depends on the maximum number of type conflicts; this last is equal to Proof. The computation proceeds by:
1. constructing SD-Graphs, which takes Oðn 2 Þ steps; 2. computing the fixpoint, which, by Lemma 1,  terminates in, at most, Oðn 2 Þ iterations; 3. filtering properties, which takes Oðn 2 Þ steps. One single iteration of the fixpoint consists in:
. constructing contexts, which takes Oðn 3 Þ steps;
. computing basic interscheme properties, which takes Oðn 5 Þ steps since 1) the number of pairs of objects to be considered is Oðn 2 Þ; 2) for some of these pairs, a maximum weight matching computation is required, which takes Oðn 3 Þ steps; . computing similarities between objects of the same type, which takes Oðn 6 Þ steps since: 1) by Proposition 2, À 1 syn ðT Þ terminates in OðnÞ steps; 2) during each step of À 1 syn ðT Þ, the number of pairs of objects to be analyzed is Oðn 2 Þ; and 3) required maximum weight matching computation is Oðn 3 Þ; . computing type conflicts, which for the same reasoning as above, takes Oðn 6 Þ steps; . modifying graphs for solving type conflicts, which takes OðnÞ steps. Therefore, overall, obtaining interscheme properties of objects requires Oðn 8 Þ steps. t u
As for object cluster similarities, we have the following result:
Theorem 2. The worst case time complexity of deriving object cluster similarities is Oðn 12 Þ.
Proof. 
By Propositions 3 and 4, required iterations of À
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
In order to verify the stability of our techniques against errors potentially occurring in LSP D coefficients and in weight coefficient values, we have carried out some sensitivity analyses. In particular, we have verified the changes induced in the results returned by our techniques as a consequence of modifying 1) the plausibility coefficients associated to properties stored in the LSP D, 2) weight coefficient w s , 3) weight coefficients w ðiÞ, and 4) weight coefficients w n , w d , and w k . The results of these analyses are reported next.
In carrying out these analyses we have considered various cases. For each case we have measured some parameters, namely, maximum increment, mean variation, and maximum decrement in returned plausibility coefficients, changes of synonymy threshold values, differences in the set of recognized synonymies (recall that, in our framework, synonymy threshold values are dynamically computed and that all coefficients belong to the real interval ½0; 1).
Changes in the LSPD
In our experiments, we have constructed the LSP D by exploiting a standard thesaurus and requiring the support of human experts (see Section 1.2). However, they can make errors in providing the plausibility coefficients. To understand the influence of such errors, we have considered a percentage of wrong coefficient entries equal to 1. ten percent, 2. thirty percent, and 3. fifty percent of the total. For each of these cases we have considered six situations:
a. all wrong entries are underestimated of one unit (e.g., the exact estimate would be Medium and the set value is MediumLow); b. all wrong entries are overestimated of one unit; c. all wrong entries are underestimated of two units; d. all wrong entries are overestimated of two units; e. half of the wrong entries are underestimated of one unit and half of them are overestimated of one unit; f. half of the wrong entries are underestimated of two units and half of them are overestimated of two units. Furthermore, we have also considered the following cases:
g. ten percent of entries are underestimated of one unit, 10 percent of them are underestimated of two units, and 10 percent of them are underestimated of three units; h. ten percent of entries are overestimated of one unit, 10 percent of them are overestimated of two units, and 10 percent of them are overestimated of three units; i. thirty percent of entries are underestimated of three units; j. thirty percent of entries are overestimated of three units. Table 4 (respectively, Table 5 and Table 6 ) shows results for case 1 (respectively, 2 and 3). Table 7 shows results obtained for the last four cases. Table 8 shows results obtained from testing these cases.
Weight coefficients w ðiÞ. Here, we have considered quality parameters when values of w ðiÞ; i > 0, change of at most AE 25 percent from its set value (which is 0.4). Values taken into consideration are: Table 9 shows results obtained from this set of experiments.
Weight coefficients w n , w d , and w k . In this set of tests, we have considered quality parameters when weight coefficients w n , w d , and w k change from their set values (w n ¼ 0:8, Table 10 presents the values of quality parameters we have obtained with these experiments.
Result Summary
We note that our techniques show a good stability with regard to the errors of experts in providing LSP D entries, as well as with regard to variations of weight coefficients. Even if errors occur when the LSP D is constructed or when weight coefficients are tuned, the changes in the obtained plausibility values yielded by our techniques are generally quite small. In addition, note that, even if changes in obtained plausibility values are significant (i.e., greater than 5 percent), recognized synonymies do not necessarily change, since our thresholds are dynamic, being computed as functions of plausibility coefficients. However, we stress that if errors in the construction of the LSP D or in tuning weight coefficients would be significantly larger than those discussed above, the changes in the results would be significant and differences would therefore come out also in the set of recognized synonymies.
A TEST CASE
Database schemes of the Italian Central Government Offices have been the test set we have used to verify the effectiveness of our techniques in deriving interscheme properties. This set includes heterogeneous databases, both in the data model and languages (e.g., hierarchical, network, relational), and as far as their structure and complexity are concerned (ranging from simple databases with schemes including few objects, to very complex databases). In this section, we illustrate one of the experiments we have conducted; in addition, we discuss the quality of the results overall obtained from running our algorithms on some ICGO databases. 
Interesting Properties
The synonymy threshold is th syn = 0:54. The interesting synonymies are shown in Table 11 . 5 The homonymy threshold is th hom ¼ 0:25; no homonymy is found. In this experiment, our techniques do not detect any interesting type conflict.
The threshold associated to object cluster similarities is 0.54. Six interesting object cluster similarities, among those having a plausibility coefficient greater than the threshold, are shown in Table 12 . For the complete list see http:// www.ing.unirc.it/didattica/inform00/ursino/dike/ tests.html. Note that the first similarity is relative to object clusters whose objects have the same names; however, the value of the corresponding similarity coefficient is 0.77 because the contexts of the clusters are not exactly identical Table 11 , column name First (respectively, Second) Object must read Object of the first (respectively, second) scheme. Similarly, for Table 12 , column name First (respectivley, Second) Object Cluster must read Object Cluster of the first (respectivley, second) scheme.
and our techniques take into account not only the structure of the object clusters (i.e., the objects composing them), but also their contexts. Observe that the fifth similarity is different from the first four; indeed, here, the first object cluster includes the second one. Our techniques indicate anyhow the presence of a similarity because there is a certain quantity of information the two object clusters have in common; however, the plausibility coefficient is much smaller than the first four since it takes into account that the first object cluster represents more information than the second one. An analogous reasoning can be carried out for the sixth similarity.
Quality of Results
In Table 13 , we present a brief summary about the quality of results obtained by running our techniques. In the table, we provide measures of correctness and completeness of our extraction techniques. In particular, the correctness lists the percentage of properties returned by our techniques agreeing with those provided by the human experts, whereas the completeness lists the percentage of returned properties with regard to the set of properties provided by the human experts. In more detail, we proceeded as follows:
1. we ran our algorithms on several database pairs and collected the returned results (that is, those synonymies, homonymies, type conflicts, and object cluster similarities passing the threshold filtering phase); 2. for each pair, we asked an expert to provide a set of significant interscheme properties; 3. by comparing the set of properties obtained as described at points 1 and 2 above, we computed the overall quality figures displayed in Table 13 . How much the outcoming quality of one of the property types influences the others is difficult to tell in detail. Obviously, object cluster similarities depend on synonymies, but do not influence other measures in their turn. The extraction of the other properties depends on one another, and so it is for their quality. Clear enough however, for type conflicts, we deal with structurally dissimilar objects and this fact determines the slightly worse quality figures we obtain with regard to synonymies and homonymies.
In order to verify how much the correctness and completeness figures vary with the modifications in the LSP D precision, we conducted a further set of experiments for several database families whose results are summarized in Figs. 10 and 11 . In particular, we focused on variations of correctness and completeness relative to synonymies computed on database families concerning Justice, Employees, Taxes, and Projects; moreover, we considered the following set of variations in the LSP D:
1. ten percent of entries in the LSDP underestimated of one unit (e.g., the exact estimate would be Medium and the set value is MediumLow), 2. ten percent of entries overestimated of two units, 3. ten percent of entries underestimated of three units, 4. thirty percent of entries underestimated of one unit, 5. thirty percent of entries overestimated of two units, 6. thirty percent of entries underestimated of three units, 7. fifty percent of entries underestimated of one unit, 8. fifty percent of entries overestimated of two units, 9. fifty percent of entries underestimated of three units. Fig. 10 shows results relative to the variations for correctness, whereas Fig. 11 is relative to the variations for completeness. Note that even relatively significant variations in the LSP D did not considerably affect either correctness or completeness. This is mainly due to the dynamic computation of the thresholds for selecting final properties, which makes our technique to adaptively reconfigure its behaviour against limited variations in the values of LSP D entries so that yielded results do not change much. This confirms that the results produced by our technique are largely influenced by the structure of the objects belonging to analyzed schemes and of their dependencies, which together determine scheme semantics, rather than syntactic characteristics that are found therein (specifically, object names).
CONCLUSIONS
The extraction of interscheme properties holding among objects of database schemes is a core task for the reconstruction of scheme semantics. The availability of scheme semantics is central to the construction of several advanced database systems, such as Cooperative Information Systems and Data Warehouses. In application contexts involving numerous source databases, "manual" approaches to interscheme property derivation are difficult to apply, therefore several approaches have been proposed to deal with deriving interscheme properties in a more or less automated fashion. This paper gives a contribution in this framework by proposing two graph-based techniques which allow to infer all kinds of interscheme properties mentioned above (e.g., synonymies, homonymies, type conflicts, and object cluster similarities) in a uniform fashion. The two techniques we propose in this paper have been defined using a functional style and are characterized by polynomial worst-case complexity bounds (in the size of input database schemes).
The presented tecniques have been realized in a prototype system, which has been designed and implemented at the Department of Electronics, Computer Science, and Systems, University of Calabria. The prototype has been used to conduct some experiments to prove the effectiveness of the presented techniques in deriving interscheme properties from real database schemes. Our reference test cases have been the database schemes of the Italian Central Government Offices. Experiments showed that our techniques are able to produce good quality results. The prototype is available at the address http://www.ing.unirc.it/didattica/inform00/ursino/dike-english.html.
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